We investigate a possible connection between Galileon gravity and teleparallel gravity. We also propose a new type of second order cosmological lagrangian and study a some of its properties.
It is well known that Einstein-Hilbert gravity action base on Riemannian geometry, where a key role play a Riemann tensor 
This theory lead to the second order equations of motion with respect to the metric. Contrary the most number of so-called modified gravity theories [1, 2, 3, 4] leads to the equations of motion containing a higher derivatives. For instance, f (R)-gravity lead to the forth order equations. By this reason a new instabilities may appear in such kind of theories (like ghost of tachyon instabilities). Nevertheless there are a number of modified gravity theories which produce second order equations of motion. For instance, Lovelock gravity [5] (which is different from Einstein-Hilbert one in the spacetime with dimensions higher then 4) or f (R)-gravity in the Palatini formalism [6] or even f (R, R ik R ik , R iklm R iklm )-gravity for some specific chose of coefficients [7] . One from such kind of theories is a so-called Galileon theory [8, 9, 10, 11] based on Vainshtein mechanism [12] , which in some sense may be interpreted as modification of gravity and do not rise order of equations. This is a theory of single scalar field with modified kinetic term, which is coupled to the gravity in the high orders. Only five orders are known in four dimensions
where R and G ik are Ricci scalar and Einstein tensor respectively and M some dimensional parameter. From another hand it is well known that it is possible to generate kinetic term (3) for scalar field by the Weyl transformation of metric
and the result for Ricci scalar R ≡ g ik R l ilk reads R = e χ R + 3χ
Note that covariant derivatives of scalar field χ in expression (8) are constructed with using new metricḡ ik , so it may be rewriting as χ ;i
;i ≡¯ χ and χ ;i χ ;i ≡ḡ ik χ ,i χ ,i ≡∇ i χ∇ i χ. It is interesting to note that χ ;i ;i arise from first two terms in (1) while χ ;i χ ;i appear due to the two last terms from (1).
Now we may ask a question: what is that construction of gravitational action which produce a Galileon terms under conformal transformation? (In this paper we discuss such possibility only for L 3 term (4).) This gravitational action will give us a theory which contain only a second derivatives of metric in the equation of motion. It is clear that such kind of theory can't be constructed from Riemann tensor (1), but we may try to do this by using it's parts.
We can see that L 3 term may be generated, if we consider a conformal transformation of R 2 . Actually it mean that there is a some part of R 2 which lead to the second order gravity and different from Einstein-Hilbert action. (Similar situation is known for dimensional reduction of Lovelock gravity: it is possible to generate galileon actions by the dimensional reduction of Lovelock actions [13] .) The most naively way to construct an action which generate L 3 term under conformal transformation is to discuss a lagrangian in the form A · B, where
But unfortunately A and B are not a true scalars for any values of parameters a i , b i . It mean that in the different reference frame A and B may takes a different form. Nevertheless this values are a scalars under the liner transformations of coordinates and we may see a some correlation between this fact and galileon symmetry (it is well known that lagrangians (2)-(6) are invariant under the shift of galileon field φ → φ + b µ x µ + c). So we may try to construct for instance the next toy lagrangian
This lagrangian can not be used to construct a modified theory of gravity, but it is a some auxiliary construction, which help us to construct a phenomenological theory. For FRW-metric in descartes reference frame
action (9) take the form
where c -a some numerical constant. This lagrangian (11) is a some phenomenological lagrangian which may be used only for cosmological applications. It is easy to demonstrate that although this lagrangian contain a second derivative of scale factor, it lead to the second order equation. Indeed contribution from (11) to the spatial part of Einstein equation is
which is correspond to the contribution into the Friedman equation (00-component of Einstein equation):
The most common generalization of the action (11) for any order is
where A n is a some numerical constant. It is interesting to note that this action do not reproduce the Einstein-Hilbert action even for n = 0. This action produce contribution into the spatial part of Einstein equation in the form
which is correspond to the contribution into the Friedman equation:
It is clear that any second order gravity theory will produce a Friedman equation in the form (for FRW spatially flat metric) n a n H n+2 = ρ.
By using conservation equationρ
it is possible to reconstruct 11-component of Einstein equation
It is clear that such kind of theory may contain a many de Sitter points, which are may calculated from equation (17 
where
This equation have the unique trivial solution
So we can see that in the expanding Universe any de Sitter solution, which appear in the arbitrary second order gravity, is stable with respect to the isotropic perturbations. In principle this is quite expected result, because equation (17) contain a full information about dynamic. Nevertheless we may ask a question about stability of this de Sitter solution with respect to anisotropic perturbation. For this task we need to generalize expression (14) for the simplest anisotropic Bianchi I metric
Now we may write instead of (14):
This action produce second order equations: it mean that there are three equations obtaining from (24) (24) is too cumbersome, so we will not print it here.
Discussion
Action (24) provide us a way to rewrite our theory in the maximum general form. First of all let us look on the term in the second brackets (˙a a +˙b b +˙c c ) n . It is clear that such kind of term must be constructed from first derivatives of metric tensor only. From another hand it is well known that impossible to construct a tensor-type value (and therefor true scalar) from the first derivative (not covariant) of any tensor while we use a symmetric affine connection [14] . Nevertheless this task solvable in the theories with non-symmetric connections (with torsion), which also are known as teleparallel gravity f (T ). Moreover in f (T )-theories second order equations of motion appear quite naturally [15, 16, 17, 18] . Thus generalization of our action (24) by using teleparallel gravity seems quite possible (although this task is unsolved yet).
Nevertheless it is very interesting the next fact. Starting from galileon action we have came (by the not very strictly transformations) to theory with torsion. So it may be a some dip (not understood yet) connection between this two quite different from first point of view theories. And since we already mentioned that galileon terms may be obtained by the dimensional reduction from the Lovelock gravity [13] , it may be that all this three second order gravity theories have a some connection the nature of which is not clear.
